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Introduction
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I

Individual lines seem to jump out from these Symposium contrbu-tions. I quote-I stress, out of context-the following excerpts:

. . .
"The drive to replace the terrible losses in the crematoria was succinctly
described to me by a hasidic cousin in Israel: 'My ambition in life is to
leave as many grandchildren at my death as my grandfather did when he
went to Auschwitz. He had 40 of them. I now have, thank God, 44' "
( Victor Geller).

"To gain a perspective on the pitifully small number of Jews in the
world at large, we need to remember that the most widely cited number
today, thirteen milion, is simply the margin of error in the Chinese cen-
sus!" Uacob J Schacter).

"Who is the weakest link? We cannot afford to point fingers right
now. If 20,000 Jewish kids were being killed each year, we'd be jolted
into action. . . . We'd take anyone committed onto our team. No ques-
tions asked" (Noah Weinbei;).

"With the odor of destruction all around them, they pressed on,
determined that Judaism and Torah would once again flourish. A Dr.
Belkin, a 'Mister' Mendelowitz, Irving Bunim, Rav Aharon Kotler, Rav
Y. Hutner, the Lubavitcher Rebbe . . . the innumerable DafYomi learn-
ing groups . . . the marvelous growth of yeshivot and kolelim. . . ."
(Alfred Cohen).

. . .
"(Among) the different challenges that today's deviationists present:
the burgeoning phenomenon of non-Jewish Jewish leaders" (Matis
Greenblatt) .
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"The greatest danger to Orthodoxy . . . comes . . . from a group
of non-Orthodox (Orthodox) Jews. . . Lubavitch Messianists" (David
Berger).

"Secularism does not satisfY the thirst of a parched soul, but devia-
tionist religious movements can do so-if only for a generation" (Moshe
Tendler).

. . .

"Those who have correct beliefs and practices are in the Torah
camp regardless of other differences . . . from the Ramaz School to
Neturei Karta" (Mayer Schiller).

"Both Rav Mordechai Gifter, shlita, and Rav Yehudah Amital, shli-
ta, in spite of their separate outlooks, wrote essays in the aftermath of
the Yom Kippur War which warned against a glib response from the
frum community" (David Horwitz).

". . . the Orthodox are now more united . . . disagreement about
the State of Israel. . . has substantially dissipated. . . . There is also a

coming together about the fruit of modernity, as the modern Orthodox
are less prone to embrace questionable attributes of the host culture
and the yeshiva world . . . has become more open to forms of secular
higher education. . . ." (Marvin Schick).

"As for unity among Orthodox factions, I am not sure I want it
. . . these separate rivers of ideas that flow through our Orthodox land-
scape . . . carry vital ideas into public view and bring passion into all
corners of our community" (Daniel Lapin).

. . .

"A large percentage of world Jewry is in the intensive care unit, Jewish-
ly speaking. (It is true that we could say "We told you so!" but) Ortho-
doxy must see itself as the doctor and not as the judge" (Berel Wein).

. . .

"Labels are to Jewish life what money is to commercial life-the root of

all eviL. We have labelled Judaism to death" (Reuben P. Bulka).
"At best, the yeshiva world views the Rabbinical Council of Amer-

ica as a kind of red heifer, perhaps purifYing the 'impure' moderns but
contaminating the 'purer' yeshiva people" (Samuel Heilman).

"I would not expect everyone in the various yeshiva and haredi
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communities to abide by decisions originating in the RCA Halakhic
Commission, but Torah tradition demands deference and reverence to
Torah sages whether we follow them or not." (Rafael Grossman).

. . .
"The way one loves, the way one conducts oneself in business, the way
one eats, are potentialy no less holy than prayig and fasting." (Avi Weiss).

"Love of Hashem is measured by the impact one has on others, by
the calm of one's rhetoric, the pleasantness of one's dealings. In this we
are failng" (Menachem Genack).

"Where is the humilty, contrition, anxiety, and soul-searching of a
group which states regularly before God that its exile status is, to a large
degree, its own fault?" (Ilan Feldman).

"I brought a guest to shul . . . a spiritually earnest young woman I
hoped to interest in Torah. . . . When we arrived I found to my humili-
ation that, if you closed your eyes, you could imagine you were in a
baseball stadium" (David IClinghoffer).

. . .

"The need to be cautious about associations is felt more intensely in
this era of instant communications . . . Every ad hoc gathering and
casual remark is bruited across the globe, often in mangled form; worse
still, society has been conditioned . . . to take all actions as symbolic
'statements.' It is very understandable if . . . groups are more nervous
about whom they sponsor, and individuals more nervous about what
they say and to whom they're seen saying it" (David Shatz).

. . .
"The Center cannot make do without the Right because the Center
cannot provide Torah education to our children. It still encourages its
brightest young men and women to enter every profession except the
one we need most to survive" (Yitzhak Adlerstein).

"(Absence of professional preparation by yeshiva boys, entailng
families living on welfare) leads to many of the same pathologies . . .
that we see in the non-Jewish welfare communities. . . I fear. . . this
will eventually produce a new Haskala reaction" Uoel Wolowelsky).

"Modern Orthodox Jews should realize that . . . if we aim to be
moderate, we'll end up casuaL. Ifwe aim to be casual, we'll end up, God
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forbid, with Episcopalian grandchildren!" (Ephraim Buchwald)
"In the absence of leadership we have squabbles, a push for con-

formity within each group, and nostalgia for an imagined past" (Rivka
Blau).

. . .
"We are living in a transitional period vis-a-vis the role of women in
religious life . . . it will probably be several generations before we reach
a real consensus as to what wil be deemed 'normative'" (Marc Angel).

"The new Orthodox feminism, some of which is neither authentic
nor honest, represents dangers that may lead to a new edition of Con-
servative Judaism" (Pinchas Stolper).

. . .
"A religious movement which is perceived as a wishy-washy compro-
mise has litte hope of success in an age of polarization, in which the
spiritually rich get richer, while the spiritually poor get poorer" (Walter
Wurzburger).

"The acceptance of reason as an important and inherent compo-
nent of the Jewish religious experience wil eventually re-emerge and
Orthodox Jewish life wil return to a more normal state" (Sol Roth).

"Living in Israel with my wife, all my children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren, I have a sense of personally participating in . . . the
culmination of a very long journey that started . . . in this very land"
( Shubert Spero).

"I derive most of my spiritual nourishment from Torah: scriptural
and rabbinic. But I also derive spiritual nourishment from Mozart and
Beethoven, Hoelderlin and Rilke, Plato and Kant, Viennese painting
and that of Paul Klee. That is what makes me a modern Orthodox Jew.
If I am wrong, I will pay for it. But that is how the truth appears to me)'
(Michael Wyschogrod)

"Often . . . narrowness (is J a result not so much of a conscious
negation of secularity as of an intensive. . . immersion in the study of
the words of the living God to the exclusion of all else" Uudith Bleich).

"Standing shoulder to shoulder (at the funeral of R. Shlomo Z.
Auerbach J were people of all walks of life, Orthodox, secular, Ashkenazi,
Sephardi, Yemenite, whatever. Here was klal Yisrael paying its respects to
a Great Man in IsraeL. That gave me strength-and hope" (Mordechai
Breuer).
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II

Each of these excerpts is, to use a metaphor from Harry A. Wolfson,
but a floating buoy, a snippet linked to an in-depth approach' whose

complexity is only hinted at in the excerpt itself. The contributions to
this symposium express a diversity of opinion too subtle to be summa-
rized. But two general observations stand out.

First, the American Orthodox Jewish community is boldly confident
of its future. It has survived both the Holocaust and the devastations of
assimilation. It looks down the generational pike and sees continuity in the
flesh-grandchidren and great-grandchildren, born of Jews and marrying

Jews. Perhaps the firmest sign of Orthodoxy's confidence is its wiligness
to engage in self-scrutiny, which fills ths Symposium. Orthodoxy's self-
criticism is often biting, sometimes excessive. Its severest critic is no body
or group outside it, but it itself.

Orthodoxy is keenly aware of its heroic rebirth and suffused with a
sense of inner turmoiL. It marvels at its achievements, and wonders
whether in their pursuit a deeper spirituality has been overlooked or
compromised. It witnesses its unexpected resurgence and paucity of
impact; its obvious success and ambiguous reputation beyond its peri-
meters. It is a paradoxical community, reaching the heights and aware
of the depths, never before so strong or so riven with division. It is
filled with optimism and pessimism, its confidence tempered by an
inchoate foreboding.

Second, Orthodoxy stands at overlapping crossroads facing Or-
thodoxy itself and facing American Jewry at large.

This symposium collectively sets forth a question: Is there still one
American Orthodox Jewish community? The reader wil find much
argument in the symposium to answer the question either way. Taking
this discourse on a subterranean level, listening beneath the surface for
the rumblings that signal the deeper forces at work, the issue reduces
itself to this: Yes, we, the Orthodox, have defied sociological prediction
and survived; yes, we have not only survived but created a solid struc-
ture of educational institutions, publishing houses, musical enterprises,
and demographic facts; yes, we have shown that the Torah, traditionally
interpreted, is the only mechanism for retaining the commitment of
Jewish youth; yes, we have achieved all this without fallng prey to
intermarriage and a thousand other compromises, large and small; yes,
but-and it's a big but-can we survive our own success? Can we em-

body the solidarity that our common intellectual commitments would
seem to dictate? Can we put the same energy into fighting internal dis-
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cord that we put into fighting assimilation? Or, are we plagued with our
own version of communal sterility? Are we doomed to let divisions
grounded in considerations philosophical and loft, or petty and per-
sonal, split us apart? Not subdivide us into a mosaic of colorful yet
complementary entities, but split us into competing, mutually exclusive
religious spheres? This is the crossroads facing Orthodoxy.

This same crossroads is increasingly facing American Jewry at
large. The reason is demographic. If Orthodoxy continues to grow at
current rates, which dwarf those of American Jewry, Orthodoxy wil be
less and less a segment of the total Jewish community and more and
more equivalent to the total communty. The debates reflected in this
symposium wil gradually supplant the sources of division between
Orthodoxy and non-Orthodoxy. Problems in Orthodoxy will become
the problems of American Jewry at large.

Paradoxically, if the non-Orthodox will increasingly face the Or-
thodox, the opposite is also true. Some respondents in this symposium
witness what they take to be non-Orthodoxy's suicidal policies and
believe that the march of Orthodoxy, to the demise of non-Orthodoxy,
is inevitable. I regard this as naive, even if current demographic trends
continue. The reason is encapsulated in the excerpt of Matis Greenblatt:
"(Among) the different challenges that today's deviationists present (is)
the burgeoning phenomenon of non-Jewish Jewish leaders."

Yes, by Orthodox definition, the non-Orthodox Jewish communities
wi, if current trends contiue, radicaly shrnk; yes, the Torah and matr-
linealty will predominate; yes, J ewishly literate, halakicaly committed
youth are the wave of the future. But all ths is neither identical to nor
inconsistent with the persistence of a strong non-Orthodox Jewish com-
munity. For this reason: As the non-Orthodox become non-Jewish,
though the inclusion of Jews neither born of a Jewish mother nor con-
verted according to halakah, it is only the Orthodox who wi not view
these non-Jewish Jews as Jewish. From countless perches in American soci-
ety-a city mayor writing a congratulatory letter to a temple on its
anniversary, a religion writer on a city daily covering his beat, a Yellow

Pages clerk compilng his city's synagogue listings-the non-Orthodox
institutions wil be as much a part of the Jewish community as the
Orthodox ones. That many or most of the people in these institutions may
no longer be halakcaly Jewish wi be irrelevant, societally speakng.

Peering into this fragmented future, I can only say: The American
Orthodox Jewish community can il afford to allow that which divides it
to overshadow that which unites it. We do not live in a vacuum. The
quandaries of bastardry, intermarriage, and compromised conversion
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will infiltrate us too, ifwe do not put our energy into building intra-
Orthodox solidarity, rather than tearing it down.

Before any Orthodox Jewish organization undertakes any public
statement or act, it should first ask itself, "Wil this build or tear down
intra-Orthodox Jewish solidarity?" Matters of principle sometimes wil
and should take precedence, but, at a minimum, intra-Orthodox soli-
darity should be a constant, conscious, and weighty consideration in

every statement and act by every Orthodox institution or spokesman.
Restraint would go a long way to sustaining Orthodoxy's success and

tempering its turmoiL.

III

Some technical notes, to make this Symposium easier to understand:
1. The Questions. Respondents were asked five questions primarily

about the Orthodox Jewish community in America. Some answered only

a few of the questions; some responded with a unified essay; some num-
bered their answers according to the questions-ths accounts for para-

graphs that begin "1" or "2b and 4," etc. Given the relationship between

Orthodoxy communities everywhere, occasional comment on Orthodoxy
outside America was inevitable.

2. Participants. The aspiration was not to invite all eligible, articu-
late, American Orthodox Jewish thnkers, but every tye thereof. With-
out intending to label or oversimplifY anyone's contribution, and without
implying that the following tyes are comprehensive, mutually exclusive,

or equally represented in ths symposium, it remains fair to say that they
span as wide a spectrum of opinion in American Orthodoxy as is found
anywhere: modern, center, right, etc.; male and female; baJal teshuva and
"frum from birth"; East coast, West coast, mid-America, and Americans
on aliyah; Sephardi and Ashkenazi; young, middle-aged, and retired; pul-
pit, professional, academic, and organizational (Jewish and secular); polit-
ically liberal and conservative. A high percentage of the invitees to the
symposium responded. To the extent that any tye is underrepresented,
it is not because it was not invited.

3. Terminology: No attempt was made to impose an entirely uni-
form system of terminology. The personal nature of the symposium

required, within limits, that its contributors be allowed their individual
manner of expression.

Finally, thanks to Rabbi Emanuel Feldman, editor of Tradition,
for conceiving this Symposium, helping formulate the questions, and
extending every courtesy in aiding its completion.
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